
Italian Greyhound Club Open Show, 14 March 2015 

 

Thank you for your entries, and apologies for all the chopping and changing in the ring; I was trying 

to ensure the best view from ringside as much as I could, but strong light from the windows has a 

very strange effect on the appearance of very dark coloured dogs! 

VD (1) 1. Hickman’s Ch. Freith Tinker Bill, not a great deal to add to what has already been said about 

this excellent quality dog with fine bearing and lovely outline.  Moved well, not showing his years.  

BV.  MPD (3, 1) 1. Stephen’s Freith Guinea, quality puppy, very good reach and lift on the move, still 

raw with a novice handler, but showing great promise, BPD and BPIS. Fryett’s Graizlound Ace of 

Spades, also a nice puppy, gorgeous head, good outline, just a tad wide behind at the moment. PD 

(1) 1. Bird’s Tamiskene Liquid Gold, absolutely wonderful shining black coat with lovely head and 

expression, but let himself down on the move today.  JD (2,1) Collins’ Salatini Luciano, good outline 

but rather broad in head and a little wide behind on the move.  YD (3,1) Hunter’s Salatini Sinatra by 

Fleetgrace, moved very precisely, but also broad in head and generally rather too much of him for 

me.  2. Taylor’s Mostahbull Lucky Lexus, better head than 1 but really unhappy in the ring and 

essentially unable to assess his movement; more settled in later classes.  GD (2) 1. S. Luciano, 2. M. 

Lucky Lexus.  PGD (2) 1. Green’s Florita Promessa, tall, moved freely with good lift and reach in front, 

little wide behind.  2. Hadjas’ Dragonhunter Déjà vu at Piccoloto, good outline and nicely balanced 

standing, but quite restricted front movement.  LD (2) 1. Powell’s Turigner Tempest, good quality 

outline, but rather close in front and behind on the move.  2.  M. Lucky Lexus.  OD (4) 1. Dunning and 

Lacey’s Berizza Reach for the Stars, long head but not heavy, outstanding reach and flexion on the 

move, balanced front and rear and moderate for overall size, lovely; BD. 2. Powell’s Turigner 

Stormbreaker, also excellent quality with long fine head, slightly taller with graceful outline, moved 

well, RBD.   

VB (0). MPB (4,1) 1. Thompson’s Petoski Who Me, small, fine and nicely proportioned, balanced 

front and rear and with good lift and flexion, BPB.  2. Brick’s Laborghini Justa Envious, also a lovely 

puppy but not as settled on the move.  PB (5) 1. Hadjas’ Piccolito Amber Sky, a little exaggerated in 

topline but very precise movement.  2. Guyton’s Crystaldrift Love Heart for Ansanda, a puppy with 

plenty of scope, movement promising but needs a lot of maturity yet.  JB (2) 1. Mellis’ Lamoye It’s All 

About Me, quality puppy, nice head and size, tidy parallel movement.  2. Tate’s Valora Forum 

Romanum, attractive head and expression but rather restricted in front.  YB (3,1) 1. Hunter’s Mimi 

Little Dream of Salatini, quality attractive bitch, lovely head and outline, moved well.  2. Knight’s 

Aelaro Dark Desire, splitting hairs here, also lovely girl, very together on the move.  GB (3,1) 1. 

Knight’s Aelero Elfreda, very similar to sister in previous class, also balanced proportions and moved 

well.  2. Tate’s Crystaldrift La Montero, attractive head and expression, but not as precise on the 

move.  PGB (1) 1. Hickman’s Freith Daylite, tall, fine, balanced girl, moved well, slightly broader in 

head, pushed hard for RBB.  LB (4,1) 1. Bird’s Tamiskene Oklahoma Annie, exquisite, so typical and 

unexaggerated, moderate in every degree with classical outline and balanced movement showing 

reach and lift with drive, BB and BIS.  2.  Tate’s Highisland Kitty Witch, a nice girl with attractive head 

and good movement, but somewhat portly.  OB (2) 1.  Hickman’s Freith Symphony, another lovely 

fine, tall girl from this kennel, perfectly balanced in movement and bearing, RBB.  2. Bird’s 

Tamiskene Merindah, also quality girl, more moderate for size but tad heavier in head and less 

settled on the move.  Brace (3) 1. Hickman’s, 2. Knight’s, both very impressive braces. 


